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We should publicly and sharply draw a line between ourselves and 

the entire heritage of "left" totalitarianism. We owe to the American 
working class a solemn, public, constantly-repeated pledge'that we 
are NOT aiming to create such a society. I think our basic statement 
of purpose in Challenge should include a statement on the sanctity of 
freedom of speech and other civil liberties. Its not incompatible with 
the dictatorship of the proletariat and its not incompatible with 
winning a civil war (nobody expects full civil liberties in wartime). 
And in the years ahead, as we reach out to the masses, we should 
constantly hammer this point home, and mean it (sincerely, not like 
the Browderites)i our party is the champion of democratic rights.
Why, just because of the stupidity of Stalin and Co., should we let 
the bourgeoisie pose as the champions of freedom (which they actually 
hate) while we, who by the logic of R. R. Ill should be its real 
champions, are tarred as its enemies? Don’t you think its time we 
turned the tables? And wouldn't this enormously increase our ability 
to win the minds and hearts of the American people?

* July 12, 1973

Dear Comrades,

The enclosed letter and petition to the National Committee were 

delivered to Milt by Bruce Bailey at 2*00 this morning.

Neither Bruce Bailey nor Dennis King was selected as a party 

delegate to the convention by the NYC j^S8£T8Ritycommittee. Their 

names were not placed in nomination at the section-wide meeting 

that took place on June 24. They did not attend the meeting. It is 

true that Bruce, who meets in a club with Dennis, was told late 

about the meeting, but he was told nonetheless, and he was informed 

of the subjects the meeting would cover. Both he and Dennis could

have attended.
\

Bruce and Dennis submitted lengthy position papers differing 

sharply with the party line on major questions (C-D, united front 

work, 30/40, etc.). These papers also sharply criticized the party 

leadership and methods of organization.j^phese papers were submitted 

too late for printing in any of the pre-convention discussion bul

letins .

Despite the fact that neither Bruce nor Dennis were named 

convention delegates, the National Steering Committee and the 

New York city Committee proposed that they be invited to present 

their viewpoints at the convention as special guests of the National 

Committee. Efforts to reach them were under way When they delivered 

the enclosed material.

Obviously, this invitation is no longer valid. It was extended 

for the purpose of sharpening political discussion at the convention 

and strengthening the party. The enclosed material indicates that 

Bruce and Dennis are not interested in this kind of constructive 

activity. In the name of "avoiding inner-party factionalizing," 

they are attempting to factionalize against the party among non- 

party people on the West Side. There is no reason why our 

party's national convention should legitimize these attacks by 

providing a forum for them. Sharp debate, political discussion and 

criticism are one thing. Public slanders against the party by party 

members are another.
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The Party, the Current Period, and Fighting the Right-Wing Trend

1. Given the decline in Challenge-Desafio sales, and the fact that our rate of 
recruitment is not as strong as it should be, it is clear that there has been 
a right wing trend within the party. Two years ago we launched a major 
struggle against sectarianism within the party. Although sectarian weak
nesses in the work are still there, there have been certain improvements. 
There is alot more union work going on, students are more integrated with 
fellow students, and we have developed a more flexible understanding of 
working with reform groups. Now there seems to be a shift to the right.

2 . One of the problems with t .eying to understand this seeming pendulum 
swing from being "sectarian" to being "opportunist", from being what „ 
seems to have been "too Left" to being "too Right-wing", may lie in 
not really understanding just what communists mean with the words 
"sectarianism" and "opportunism." There seems to be a certain notion 
among some comrades (and within myself, as well) that the two errors 
are dialectical opposites, like fire and water—in-other words, that the 
two errors are exactly the opposite of each other, and that what we have to 
do is to strike a balance between these two "extremes" . To see it that 
way is to see it superficially, to only see the superficial form of those 
errors and to not understand the fundamental SIMILARITY between both of 
those errors. Fighting sectarianism,, itself didnot create the right wing trend.

3. What makes PLP's political line different from the political lines of the re
visionists and the reformists (including the sincere ones) is a firm committ
ment to what is the most crucial principle underlying the analyses of 
Road to Revolution III .That idea says that THE MOST IMPORTANT 
ADVANCES THAT CAN COME OUT OF A STRUGGLE OR ACTION IS THE 
WINNING OF MORE PEOPLE TO THE STRUGGLE FOR REVOLUTION, FOR 
COMMUNISM, AND TO ALLY WITH AND JOIN THE PLP. That is more 
important than a wage hike. A wage hike is good to win, but can be 
taken away because the bosses have state power. It is much harder for 
them to "win back" a worker who has chosen to dedicate himself or 
herself to revolutionary struggle than it is for them to take away a wage 
hike. (Of course the bosses can "win back" a certain number of 
revolutionaries; but it is not easy for them unless the party is making
serious errors.)The Paris Commune, the Attica Rebellion--- working class
rebels are murdered and their immediate demands are not won. Yet PLP says 
that tnose struggles were victories for the working class. The Geneva 
Accords for Vietnam in 1954, the current Paris Peace negotiations, the
Nixon visit to China--- these things (according to the newspapers)
help bring "peace" to the world and will save many lives. Yet PLP says 
that those were defeats for the working class for the time being.
Why? Because in the Paris Commune and Attica rebellions, the lessons 
of rebellion and revolution were grasped by millions. New and deeper un
derstanding about captialism and revolution were grasped by large num
bers of people, and this understanding helped move world revolution.
(which will free humankind and save many, many lives in the long run) 
this understandinghelped organize people to move the revolutionary pro—
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To the National Committeet

We have taken the steps of circulating the enclosed petition to 

protest the undemocratic and illegitimate convening of this convention. 

One of the worst results of the arbitrary selection of delegates 

to the convention is that the party’s two most active community organ

izers in New York City do not have an ax opportunity to represent their 

base to the leading body of the party.

We wish to make,it clear that we carefully did not circulate this 

petition among party Inembers or among Challenge sellers close to ithe 

party, because we did not want to do damage to the ongoing activities 

of the party in the neighborhood. We do not yet believe that inner- 

party faotionalizing is a proper mode of struggle.

Instead,' in keeping with the spirit of Road to Revolution III, we are 

circulating this petition among our base— the leaders and members of 

the oenter organizations in the neighborhood who are close to us.

None of the people on this petition are ideological enemies of the party* 

in fact, through us all of them have a friendly view of the party. All 

of them are people known throughout the neighborhood for their fcjxx 

** qualities as fighters and their involvement in community activities.

We are aware that this petition is in violation of Section IV, Number 

VIII of the party constitution. However, we have no choice but to 

xikx violate this section of the constitution, for the following reasonsi

1) The party leadership did not deign to respond to Bruce Bailey*3 

criticism of the illegitimate delegate selection, 2) The party leader

ship has simply ignored the primary provisions of the constitution and 

the basic principles of democratic Kdn centralism pertaining to the 

necessity for election BfxdHlagatmxxtaxtkaxpartyisxiEaiiingxkady (election 

bv the clubs) of delegates to the party's leading body— the lac national 

convention. 3) The party leadership went further and insulted any 

member capable of Independent thought— by claiming the authority of a 

fictitious constitutional amendment that allows them to select delegates. 

This is a trick n x  cheap enough to be worthy of the shadiest union 

hack bureauorat, k) This is simple authoritarianism. We cannot stand 

by but must respond in a manner worthy of Road to Revolution Ill's best 

aspect i go to the people I , »
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cess along with determination and speed. The various " peace "^negotiations 
on the other hand, only serve to (temporarily) donfuse and mislead masses of 
people. These false lessons are as deadly as bullets; in fact they inevitably 
mean more suffering, exploitation, ^nd bullets for the working class. To sum 
up, then: WHAT MATTERS MOST OF ALL IS WINNING PEOPLE TO FIGHT FOR 
REVOLUTION, SOCIALISM, AND COMMUNISM. Any activity which does that 
should be judged an advance; any activity which does not do that should be

■- judged a setback.

4. Now relate this to the questions of "sectarianism" and "opportunism". 
Sectarianism is not the result of being "too Left. " Sectarianism means > 
that you are not getting involved with people on the day to day level of their 
immediate struggles against the system AND THEREFORE WILL NOT BE ABLE 
TO EFFECTIVELY WIN THEM TO COMMUNISM! It is NOT sectarian to 
attack McGovern, Chavez, and Mao when they sell out workers; that has 
nothing to do with sectarianism. If anything it is sectarian to NOT criticize 
them because to be nice to them would be to set Ourselves against all the 
working class people whom those three are hurting. Sectarianism means that 
you are not seriously trying to win masses of people to communism. It means not 
seriously struggling with those people who have right wing ideas and not trying
to change them. Opportunism is exactly the same thing----it is an unwillingness
to struggle against right wirajideas and right wing mis-leaders. How can one 
error be an antidote for another? It can't! In one city, for example, the party 
had work in a particular union, but it was mainly agitational. Papers were sold 
and PLP had some presence on the job, but party members were not seriously in
volved in union issues. They were not in the position of being Isi serious 
struggle in the union as a way of showing fellow unionists how their own 
experiences point out the need for socialism. To improve the work, they got 
more active in the union, were involved In a few actions, speak up alot at 
union meetings, etc. But Challenge sales dropped off, study-action base 
groups withered away, and while the members made friends, there was even 
less of a party presence than before. That is in part because the members thought 
that the earlier weakness was that^theywere not involved in the union? This is only 
partly true. The political nature of the error was that we were not in a good position 
to win people to communism!

This shallow misunderstanding leads to shallow rectification—-simply get in
volved in the union’,' instead of concluding "We have to win more fellow workers 
to the party, and we have to use the union as a tool to heat up the struggle* so 
we should get more involved in the union." Result—more opportunism.
Rather than getting bogged down in terms like "opportunism" and “sectarianism" 
which are sometimes seen as tactical questions, it is better to first ask the 
basic political question:how can we win these particular people to fight for 
communism, explicitly and consciously, and to win them to the party. . To change 
tbeform of the error without changing the substahce will only make things worse.
In Road to Revolution III, the PLP broadcasted loud and clear "THE MASSES NEED 
REVOLUTION AND SOCIALISM, AND THE MASSES CAN BE WON TO USING 
MARXISM-LENINISM AND THE PARTY AS THE WAY TO WIN SOCIALISM." It is 
our job to win the masses , organize the masses into a politically conscious 
fighting force that will destroy capitalism.

SI
Does the party leadership take its own theory and constitution 

seriously?

Prom "On the Party," by Milt Rosem "These are three concepts to 

be fought for to make democratic centralism work. First, the ability 

to engage in full,' frank discussion from top to bottom on basic 

political^ questions. Second, ties to the people, to prevent the 

discussions from becoming academic personal exercises in rhetoric. 

Third, the willingness to subordinate your individual desires and 

thoughts to the will of the majority.

"By utilizing these three concepts, we can accomplish the followings 

arrive democratically at decisions; be able to carry them out among 

the masses, and at a later date re-evaluate experiences democratically, 

based on serving and learning from the jusapiax* people...

"$One could say that our leadership is thoroughly committed, but 

not fully developed. Therefore, Our leaders need a lot of help from 

the members. The democratic aspect must be xx developed with a 

capital D." (emphasis ours) *

Also from "On the Party;"

"Too many of our people take a casual attitude to party dB&inimixsKxx 

decisions....All of these faults indicate low political level and poor 

leadership. Democratic centralism can become an abstraction (this 

rule to fight over and that rule to fight for). Our members and 

leaders must be vigorous, conscientious and responsible— all adding 

up to doing real political work on the job or in the community."

Which one of us hasxmndifiEd (the national committee— or Bruce and 

Dennis, rank and file members) has taken upon himself to modify the 

constitution in the spirit of Road to Revolution III? Which one of 

us is following the spirit of democratic KBidactiiKBfltxtx centralism—  

from the people, to the people?

We await your response.

P.S. tx. This was done in one day. Given a week, we would have had the 

signatures of many more leaders and activists in all areas of community 

life.
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PETITION

To the National Committee of 
the Progressive Labor Party

We, the undersigned, are active participants and leaders in the 
community groups on the Upper West Side that are engaged in daily 
battles with Columbia University, the landlords, Grosvenor House, 
the supermarket chains, St. Luke's Hospital, the Board of Education 
and all the other forces that prey on our community. Many of us are 
Challenge readers and have participated in PL and WAM demonstrations 
and rallies.

We are concerned with the fact that West Side PL members Bruco 
Bailey and Dennis King are not delegates, representing our community, 
at the upcoming PL convention. We understand that the West Side is 
being represented exclusively by individuals who are not involved in 
the people*s movements in the community. Bruce and Dennis have, for 
many years, always been there as PL members when the squeeze was om 
fighting urban removal and evictions and in a hundred and one other
struggles. We rarely ever see the other West Side PL members except
when Bruce or Dennis mobilizes them for struggle. At leant one Wont 
flirt** n. pw’mhor, Ruth l.owrniolr, linn r>ngag*>«l in «lnivl«r ngninnl:
4 t i **   I’ f |  h i  I lfH iim il ll  I l*v ** I " I  l i t  Hi«* I >•<"! i
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tiiiiiiniim I ly 4»imI ill iiriiiiii ui mu I ii l<n I u I iig h«*i 4* I w I Mi llm
i'lutiknyu ill the oumniuii 1 ty who htivo Hold out to Ilia (Jiiiavoiinr 
Board of Directors (composed of tho wives of the top financiers of 
U.S, imperialism). Furthermore, we have heard that a leader of PL 
on the West Side, Lenny Dick, recently approached Bruce and Dennis 
and tried to pressure them into withdrawing their support for tho 
Committee for Community Control, attacking the committee’s correct 
political struggle against the Uncle Toms in the community as 
"malicious," Finally, we understand that Bruce and Dennis were press
ured by the PL leadership to go along with a plin for the West Side 
work that would have required them to abandon their work with us—  
in the organizations and struggles that already exist and are of vital 
importance for the community— in order to build a rival, exclusively 
PL-led movement that, as proposed, would have looked for support from 
the very Uncle Toms who do the dirty work in our community for Eugeno 
Callender, Percy Sutton, and the racist Grosvenor House Board.

Furthermore, we understand that the Columbia student/facuity 
community is being represented at the PL convention by an individual, 
Robby Nerenberg, who last year abandoned the Columbia Tenants Union—  
the key oommunity organization in the fight against the Columbia 
administration— when the CTU was under sharp attack. We recall that 
at this point Bruce and Dennis began to work with the Tenants Union, 
stuck with it, helped to beat off the physical attacks of the police- 
anfirchintn, end helped to build it Into nn organization of ovor 

duen-jmylng momhorn. W« nloo UmlnniLund that. Holdiy Neroribrrg 
rebuffed repeated attempts to got PL students involved again in this 
key battle— claiming he was too busy "fighting on the ideological 
front," We also understand that this individual then had the 
effrontery to slander the honest fighters among the Columbia studonts- 
who happen to bo members of C.A.I.M. (the Columbia Anti-Imperialist 
movement)— terming them "right-wingers," although these so-called

right-wingers have stuck with the CIS pv 'thick end tKn from' its
very inception and have never., push©si tacr.it, detrimental to its 
growth.

We-believe that a party of the ; as Bruce -a»d Donnis
represent PL to us as being) need.;: . ifibism from fighters
outside its ranks to help strengthen its -relevance to,the struggles 
of the people. We are concerned that tee c-rr ».n.t organizational 
manipulations and slander campaign aired at and Donnis within
PL will prevent the party from developing i an important.:
and positive force in the united struggles '-he West Side community 
We.think that if the attacks on Bruce and Doc 1 u within PL continue, 
it will discourage honest fighters .among tho oople from continuing 
to cooperate with PL in common struggle,;

We otrongly question the legitimacy o/ a i i, convention which 
excludes the PL members who are most deeply Involved in, the people's 
struggles. We are offended by a policy vh.*r.b rras ?):, members
for refusing to abandon their friends in:the s< mmunity and. for 
taking a principled stand in the fight ags-i.nst racier,?.

Such exclusion is tantamount to exclusion and penalization of tho 
people (including ourselves) and ill becomes a party-which, .in the 
past, has often professed its aspiration to be- a vanguard of the 
people.

We understand that the’ delegates to the PL convention have boon 
chosen by the leadership, not-the membership— in violation of PL's 
own constitution. We understand.that. Donnis King was riot even 
informed of the meeting at which the rank a -i file "approved" tho 
West Side community delegate slate (and thal Bruce v/as 'only informed 
a day and a half beforehand— without being told what-' the meeting- 
was about).

Wo are offended that our community la -being ifepronontort at .tan 
convention by a Bobby Norenborg, who abandoned tho struggle, and a 
Lenny Dick, who !J no ignorant of tho probl ornn of our community 
that he endii up defending the onoml«>n of the people.

Wo believe that delegateri to a convention of a party nuoh mi Ph 
should bo freely ohonon by tho party members ship in oommliution with 
tho' peoplo of tho community who fight aide by §Ldo with Ihom in the 
common struggle against tho common onemy, Wo Go riot believe.they 
should be chosen by a few top leader’s who have -never sot. foot In 
our community.

We demand that Bruce Bailey and Dennis King be seated as the 
delegates representing our community at the PL national convention. 
We also demand that the other criticisms we have voiced be acted 
upon as soon as possible.

(uigi'Mi'Ui*o« mi foiiwilli^j pr-*6n)
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